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QUESTION 1

You have a login-path named "adamlocal" that was created by using the mysql_config_editor command. 

You need to check what is defined for this login_path to ensure that it is correct for you deployment. 

You execute this command: 

$ mysql_config_editor print login-path=adamlocal 

What is the expected output of this command? 

A. The command prints all parameters for the login-path. The password is printed in plain text. 

B. The command prints all parameters for the login-path. The password is shown only when you provide the password
option. 

C. The command prints all parameter for the login-path. The password is replaced with stars. 

D. The command prints the encrypted entry for the login-path. The is only possible to see if an entry exists. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What are three methods to reduce Mysql server exposure to remote connections? 

A. Setting -- skip-networking when remote connections are not required 

B. Using the sql_mode=STRICT_SECURE after connections are established for encrypted communications 

C. Setting specific GRANT privilege to limit remote authentication 

D. Setting mysql_secure_configuration to enable paranoid mode 

E. Using SSL when transporting data over remote networks 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 3

The InnoDB engine has a feature known as clustered indexes. 

Which three statements are true about clustered indexes as used in InnoDB? 

A. A primary key must exist for creation of a clustered index. 

B. A primary key is used as a clustered index. 

C. A clustered index is a grouping of indexes from different tables into a global index for faster searching. 
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D. If no indexes exist, a hidden clustered index is generated based on row IDs. 

E. A clustered index provides direct access to a page containing row data. 

F. The first unique index is always used as a clustered index and not a primary key. 

G. A clustered index allows fulltext searching within InnoDB, 

Correct Answer: BDG 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider the Mysql Enterprise Audit plugin. 

Which statement is true when you identify a connection event that has used external authentication? 

A. The attribute "STATUS" is set to the string EXTERNAL_AUTH. 

B. The attribute "PRIV_USER" contains the username. 

C. The event type that is given in the attribute "NAME" is EXTERNAL_AUTH. 

D. There is no differentiation between native and external authentication events. 

E. External authentication is managed through external auditing logs. 

F. The "PROXY_PRIV" user shows a username if external authentication is used. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true about the log-output variable? 

A. It is a static variable and can be set only at MySQL server startup. 

B. It enables and starts the General Query Log. 

C. It sets the target location for the binary logs generated by the MySQL sever. 

D. It specifies output destinations for the slow and General Query logs. 

Correct Answer: D 
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